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INTRODUCTION. 
The occasion often arises in research work when it j: nec-
ossary to determine the location of a line or surface from exper- 
imental data. These data are usuly in the form of a series of 
ordinates measured from a base line or plane. To locate an un- 
kno curve with exactness would of course require i infinite 
nunber of ord
i
nates.Vhat we desire to know practically, how- 
ever, is the number of ordinates reqii-red to obtain a certain 
probable precision in drawing a line Of 
surface. It is inefic-
ient to draw the curve more exactly than the precision of the or-
dinates themselves and there is undoubtedly a great. deal of tine 
nd money being wasted by experimenters because this fact is not 
taken into considerati On- As this is a question of great im-
portance in the determination of the pressure distribution o;er 
aerofoils or bodies it is felt that a discussion of the problem 
will be of interest. 
THE BEST REPRESENTATIVE CURVE 
The first cons ieia- 	 - - 
the most probable curve through a given set of points, assuming 
that there	
e no dlScontifluities. Considering the points iveri 
in Fig. 1, it is obvious that we may draw through them an inn- 
nite number of	 but experience tells us that e 
can ar-
preach the most probable curve by several rnethoci.s. The simpic 
is to draw straight lines betwccn the points (curve a), a methor 
fjCh may be used legitimately only to show the secuence of 
when the vertical scale is exaggerated as, for exeole, -:;iien 
ting daily averages of temperature where the curve can not be 
considered . as a representation of a continuous physical variation. 
Another common example of this type of plotting is the daiJy flue 
tuation in stock prices. When, however, this straight, ic moliod 
is used to connect points which are supposedly taken from .a smooth 
curve it shows that the experimenter does not fully understand 
the subject. For exple, suppose a series of temperature read-
ings of a heating and cooling furnace is taken. The temperature 
obviously varies in an even and regular manner whereas the straight 
line plot would indicate an instantaneous change from heating to 
cooling at the maimumtemperature. 
The next method of connecting the points (curve b, Fig. 
consists in passing through them a perfectly elastic curve, 	 is 
usually done by ship draftsmen. This method undoubtedly gives 
the most representative line if the curvature is slight compared. 
with the spacing of the points, or if the curvature is uniform. 
In a case like Fig. 1, however, curve b is not the best repre-
sentative curve as the maximum is too flat and there is an
oscillation shown which does no redly exist. 
Curve c in Fig. 1 is intended, to be the best representative 
curve through the given points. It is seen to lie nearly midway 
between the other curves. Unfortunately there can be no rule 
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iaid down for drawing truly representative curies, their careful 
eCCUt10fl being entirely dependent on a trained eye, which can be 
acquired only by long cxperencc. 
AREA UNDER CURVES. 
The practical problem that comes up in the investiga tion cf 
pressure distribution, consists in finding out how many ordinates 
are required to give the total load, on the surface within a pre-
scribed degree of accuracy.. Let us take the typical curvo ;hcm 
in Fig. 2 and determine with what accuracy it can be reprchiccci, 
using respectively 3, 5, 9, and 17 evenly spaced ordinatea. ? 
stated before it is impossible to lay down a rule for ioc: 
the best representative curve, so the method used in thi: c 
to determine the most probable curve through any given nur.iber 
ordinates consisted, in giving independently to each of four men 
(a, b, c and a), two draftsmen and. two engineers, all faniiar 
with curve drawing, a set of three points. After each c:s had 
drawn their curve through these points, two more were supplied 
and the curves were redrawn; and so on up to 17 ordinates. The 
area under these curves was found by means of a plan imeter, giving 
the following results: 
Percentage deviation in area from  
Number of Ordinates true curve. 
: a
.
b	 c  mean 
•---_-•-.-_ 
3	 : -38
----.:_v.- 
-55	 -37 -38	 42 55 
5	 :+5
-
:-8:-i-4 -3	 :	 5 8 
9	 . 2 :-8:+3 :-1	 :	 3 8 
17 :-2.: O:+3 :+l	 1 
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3
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Thc mean deviation taken viithciit conciderti On of i;h',	 çrr. 
is plotted. in Fig. 3 and takec the form of a rectafl{ular rjIir;ujcjJj.. 
It seems reasonable to suppose that the error in dctcrminin a 
curve with a given number of ordinates will be inversely propor- 
tional to the minimumradius of any part of the curve. As the 
curve in question had a minimum radius of 1/32 of the base line 
there are shown the values for curves with a minimum radius of 
1/16 and 1/64 of the base line. This assumption may not be 
strictly true, but it seems to' hold for the few cases which it 
has been applied to. 
It has been assumed in the previous 'discussion that the or-
dinates were evenly distributed along the base line. If we cno 
as is usually the case, the general shape of the curve to be de- 
termined, it is possible to greatly increase the accuracy wi;h a 
given number of, ordinates by using an ureven spacing. To obtain 
an even spacing of points along the curve the spacing on the base 
line must obviously be proportional to the cosine of the slope 
angle. As the straight portion of the curve however can be deter-
mined with greater precision than the curved parts for a given 
spacing of the points along the curve, it is also necessary to 
space the ordinates in propor.tion to the radius of curvature. 
The final spacing of the coordinates along the base line should 
then be proportional to r cos 0, where r is a radius of 
curvature and 0 is the angle of slope at any point. 
As the exac-t shape of any curve is not known befcr2ha 
ordinates may usually be placed sufficiently closely b; ey:'
- 
Take for example, a typical wing pressure curve as shc;n in 
for which we desire to obtain the area with a probable precision 
of i% The problem is to find, how many ordinates we need and ho 
they should be spaced. Referring to Fig. 3.i-IL, is seen that 10 
stations are required when the minimum radius of curvature is 
1/16 of the base line, as occurs in this case.. By distributing 
these stations as outlined above we should be able to halve the 
number of ordinates required.. The final spacing of the ordinates 
is shown in Fig. 4.  
.4	 In order to test out these conclusions a set of the points 
were given to each of four men who. drew curves through then. Tha 
areas under the resulting curves were found and the deviation 
from the true areawas as follows: 
Case	 a 	 b	 c	 d.	 :mean 
Percentage
 
0.0	 :	 0.5 :	 -0.7 :	 1.3	 :	 .6	 :	 J_ 3 
Deviation.
 
The mean deviation is .6% and the mimum 1.3%, which checks 
very well with the predicted. precision. An uneven spacing of the 
ordinate  should only be resorted to vien. the general form of 
the curve is certain, for, if it is applied to an unknown CUflTO 
there is a probability of introducing a much larger error t.an 
if the spacing had been even. 
As a practical example let us consider the case of fi:.... 
71e 
	
the average .load. on the rib used in an airplane tail. 	 1
- 
h;iG thc form of the preUrC 
CUI10 is	 -- - 
tile minimUXi1 
radius will be greater than 1/32 of t 	 --
rib- The probEbiC error in measuring the pressure at anY 
is
	
	
ge pressure. Referring to Fig. 3, with an eioL 
5% of th  avera  
distribution of the ordinates it is 
seen that 7 ordinates arc 
sufficient to draw the curve so that its area will be precise to 
5%.
case of the load: on a wing rib whe 
Let us take a similar
re 
we know approximately the shape of the curve and that the minimuL 
radius is greater than 1/16 of the length of the rib. Again re- 
ferring to Fig. 3 it is seen that 3 ordinates are sufficient for 
this case.
THE SHAPE OF CURVES. 
As shown in the preceding paragraphs it is 
remarkable how 
Closely the area under a given curve can be determined by using 
a few ordinates When .it comes to the westioan of 
the exact form 
of the curve howeverWe require a larger number of ordinates as 
we may have one portion of the curve too low and another too high 
and yet in determining the area these errors will cancel out. 
There is especial ljailitY to error where the slope of the curve 
is steep. From the curve in Fig. 2 let -is determine the error 
at Any point in percentage of the mean ordiflatE' frol the some 
esults are tab- 
series of curves used previously for areas-. The r 
ulated. below.
b :	 c d :  mean 
Nurber of ordinates a :
136 :	 138 	 150 
5 : 130 :	 150 80 
:	 135 
28
: 
-:	 36 :	 46	 :	 80
9 :	 40 
2:
:
13 :23 5
15	 95 
1.7..
- .1 - 
It is evident from thcse figures that the maximum probable error 
in the height of an ordinato is about ten timc the error :. 
total are so that in order to determine a curve o that 
its ordinates uriay be more than a certain percentage in error 
require three or four times as many ordinates as for the Carrie er-
ror in the area. It should be noted that the error in the ordi-
nates is greatest where the curve is steep, so that even though 
the vertical error is large the distance between the drawn curve 
and the true carve may be very slight. 
LOCATING THE HEIGHT OF A PEAK. 
It oft en happens that we are interested in determining the 
exact height of the peak of a curve, or to find out how many or- 
dinates are needed to locate this height with a givenprecisiOn. 
The curve shown in Fig. 5 was drawn and two separate sets of or-
dinates were taken fromit, one being represented by the circles, 
and the other by the crosses. Both sets of ordinates were giien 
to four men separately, and each drew a representative curve 
through them. As will be noticed, one set of ordinates has a 
point at the peak of the curve, whereas, the other has the points 
equally divided about the peak. The sepaation of the ordinates 
in each case was equal to one-half the width of the peak. The 
results obtained are given in the following taole: 
a	 b	 :0	 :	 d	 :mean : max 
Ordinate at peak.. 	 :	 0	 : 0	 : -LO. 5 :	 0	 0.1 : 0.5
Ordinates on either :  
side of peak.	 : +4.0	 -6. 5 : -0.7 : -27 : 3.5 : 6.5
-8-
It	 is SO(fl tnat the mean deviatiOn frC he 
the peak in the first case is only 0.1 of a ter cent, 
the second case it is 3.5%. By halving the number of ordinate: 
the probable error in re add rig the height of the peak could he r- 
duced to below i%.
MONT. OF AN ARE k. 
It is often necessary to determine the moment of. an area en-
closed by a curve about some point. In this case to ,o'otai a 
n,imum precision . from a given r1urof ordinates the spacing of 
the ordinates besides following the rule given previously should 
also be placed inversely as the distance from the point about 
which, the moment i-s taken. For example, if -we wish to determine 
the moment about the hinge of an ' elevator by means of the pre- 
sure upon that member taken from a'series of holes along a rib 
vie should space the holes more closely near the trailing edge of 
the elevator than at the hinge. 
DISCONTINUOUS CURVES. 
It haeen assumed in the previous discussion that the curves 
vie re continuous. The 'condition sometirnes"axises however when a 
quantity will suddenly change from one value to another, as for 
eiple the lift force on thik: aerofoils. Considering a simple 
case . asin Fig. 6, it is evident that the break may come anywhe:e 
between the adjacent points so that the maximum error in area t-
troduced. by the discontinuity will be: 
x 100 
